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JURISDICTION 
This Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(j). 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Ms. Weintstein's marshaling of the evidence was adequate. However, the 
chronological manner in which it was done does not lend itself to an understanding of the 
evidence in light of the issues of this case. Little America will make a fuller factual 
explanation, with particular reference to the issues of this case, in the Arguments section 
of this brief. 
There were some things that Ms. Weinstein missed. For instance, she did not note 
the testimony of Al Landvatter (Sinclair risk manager) that 131,900 guests occupied the 
outside lodges at Little America during the eight months after the sealant was applied. 
(Tr. 1784) On a rough basis, that is more than 500 people a day traversing the asphalt 
driveways and parking lots, which was necessary to reach the main desk in the hotel 
tower. Mr. Landvatter noted the consistency of this figure with the 488 guest rooms in 
the outside lodges. (Tr. 1785) This excluded the very real possibility that many of the 
rooms were occupied by more than one person. (Id.) This was therefore a very 
conservative and reasonable estimation. 
Ms. Weinstein missed some important testimony from her professional safety 
expert, Charles Turnbow. Knowing something about our weather during the time of year 
in question, Mr. Turnbow agreed that the asphalt sealant was "well on [its] way to 
curing" before winter set in. (Tr. 1859) If there were any oil left to "lift out" in the 
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spring, Mr. Turnbow conceded that the inch of rain falling before Ms. Weinstein's 
accident would have been enough to wash a lot of it away. (Tr. 1866) Mr. Turnbow also 
conceded that vehicular traffic (always present on Little America's driveways) has a 
tendency to "squeegee off the material." (Tr. 1867) 
Ms. Weinstein ignored salient aspects of the testimony of Dr. Craig Smith, Little 
America's mechanical engineering expert. With the stipulation of Ms. Weinstein's 
counsel, we were able to reconstruct Dr. Smith's direct examination on August 15, 1997. 
(Addendum A hereto) His cross-examination and re-direct were transcribed. (Tr. 2019-
42) Therefore, we know exactly how he testified. We cannot agree with Ms. Weinstein's 
characterization that Dr. Smith's testimony was "not particularly significant." (Pg. 12, 
n.2) 
Dr. Smith is a professor of mechanical engineering at Brigham Young University. 
(Add. 6) As any good expert would, Dr. Smith went to the source for information about 
the sealant used in this case. The manufacturer was Gibson-Homans Company of 
Twinsburg, Ohio. (Tr. 2039) Dr. Smith spoke with Robert Kirkpatrick, Vice President of 
Technology. (Tr. 2020) Mr. Kirkpatrick reported that the company had been selling the 
product ("Black Jack Driveway Coating") for 40-60 years. (Tr. 2021) Dr. Smith asked 
whether there had been any complaints about "slipperiness." (Tr. 2040) Mr. Kirkpatrick 
respondent that, no; the only complaint had been that after 2 or 3 months, the sealant lost 
its luster so that customers reapplied the sealant "fairly often." (Id.) Dr. Smith asked if 
there were something that should be done to make the sealant less slippery, and Mr. 
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Kirkpatrick said, no: "'You should clean the surface well before you apply it, for very 
obvious reasons, and then apply it and let it cure for about 24 hours, and then it's ready to 
open for traffic,' and there is nothing required after it cured." (Tr. 2041) 
Dr. Smith's direct examination concerned itself with the so-called "hot spot" 
theory. The hot spot theory had as its source, a report (Exh. 11) prepared by Little 
America's first mechanical engineering expert, Milton Wille. (Tr. 1844-45) Since no one 
knew for sure where Ms. Weinstein fell, Dr. Wille set out to find the "slickest" spots in 
the area south of the pool where Ms. Weinstein says she fell. (Exh. 11 & Add. 6) Dr. 
Wille found three such spots. (Exh. 11 & Add. 12) Dr. Wille measured those spots for 
their "co-efficient of friction."* (Exh. 11 & Add. 6) Dr. Wille wetted both the pavement 
and an example shoe; added weights to the shoe to push it down; and used a "force 
gauge" to measure the force required to drag the shoe along the ground. (Add. 9-10) The 
ratio of the force required to drag the shoe in a horizontal direction against the vertical 
force of the weights is the co-efficient of friction. (Add. 10) 
Two of the areas measured fine; in fact, Mr. Turnbow (Ms. Weinstein's expert) 
said they were "very good." (Tr. 1843) The third area measured .38. (Exh. 11 & Add. 16) 
This means that the "horizontal force required to drag the shoe is about [38] percent of 
the normal force, or the force pushing it against the pavement." (Add. 15) Considering 
* Dr. Wille did his work on September 24, 1992. (Exh. 11 & Add. 13) No one did a co-
efficient of friction before that. 
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the wet conditions, there were no areas that Dr. Wille would call "slippery." (Exh. 11 & 
Add. 19) 
Dr. Wille retired from the University and left this matter with Dr. Smith. (Add. 5) 
Dr. Smith was familiar with Dr. Wille's work, having worked with him on other accident 
cases. (Add. 10) Dr. Smith did some investigations and testing of his own. (Add. 8-9) 
Dr. Smith examined the subject area to find an explanation for the difference between the 
first two values and the third. (Add. 20) He reported that the difference in values was 
nothing unusual: "Asphalt is not a uniform substance, particularly as it's laid down in a 
driveway. You'll find some areas that are tougher, somewhat, than other areas. And so 
you would expect there to be quite a bit of variation from one location to another. And 
particularly if it's wet, that variation will be amplified." (Id.) In Dr. Smith's opinion, the 
difference in values would not present a problem for someone walking from the area with 
the highest co-efficient of friction to the lowest. (Add. 23) 
To confirm this, he took a similar shoe and tested an area where he normally 
walks, on surfaces with which the jury would be familiar. (Add. 27-28) The place he 
chose was his own home, where the carpet in the family room meets a hardwood floor in 
the kitchen. (Add. 27) He measured .54 on the carpet. (Add. 28) Then he measured .30 
on the hardwood floor. (Id.) The oak floor, dry, was more slippery than the slickest spot 
on the asphalt at Little America, wet. (Add. 29) The difference in values was .24. (Add. 
29-30) The difference in values at Little America was .25. (Add. 30) Dr. Smith testified 
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that during the 13 years he lived in the house, he walked from the carpet to the hardwood 
floor without, consciously, adjusting his gait. (Add. 30 & 31) 
Another important piece of information missed by Ms. Weinstein is the simple 
fact that she could not point to the precise spot where she fell. (Tr. 1933-34) Her expert 
(Charles Turnbow) admits that she pointed him to the .38 "hot spot." (Tr. 1871) 
However, Mr. Turnbow also admits that he could not state as fact that is where Ms. 
Weinstein fell. (Id.) We note that in her deposition, Ms. Weinstein said she was not sure 
where she fell. (Add. 12) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
1. There was more to Little America's case than Ms. Weinstein admits. 
There was only one slip and fall incident in the eight months following application of the 
asphalt sealant. During that time, thousands of guests passed over the asphalt driveways 
and parking surfaces without incident. Little America applied the sealant in the manner 
recommended by the manufacturer. The manufacturer did not recommend that sand be 
added. Little America may have used "squeegees" to spread out the sealant, but it used 
rollers to work the sealant in. It did so smoothly and evenly to prevent pooling. Little 
America did the sealing job in August so that it would have plenty of time to cure before 
the winter. Ms. Weinstein's expert agreed that the sealant was well on its way to curing 
long before the accident. Any remaining hydrocarbons would have lifted out in the 
spring and washed away during the inch of rain before Ms. Weinstein fell. The one 
incident that was reported to Little America, in the eight months since the sealant was 
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applied, did not involve a claim that the premises were hazardous. The incident was fully 
investigated and nothing unusu.. . dangerous was found I ittle America personnel 
walked the premises dozens of times every day, rain or shine. They were aware that a 
substantial portion of their guests were business people wearing business-type shoes. 
Weinstein may have fallen on a spot that was simply smoother and slicker than those 
around it. However, everyone (including her own witnesses) agreed that the one, 
particular spot looked no different than the asphalt around it. It was only after this case 
that Little America learned there was a difference in the "co-efficients of friction" from 
o 
smoother asphalt in the area where Ms. Weinstein fell posed a hazard. Little America 
personnel never admitted that the asphalt was "hazardous" when uc; i h v .^mpiy 
acknowledged that all surfaces, asphalt included, are generall) m rr ^ vot. 
2. The trial court committed no error in excluding the so-called "admission" 
o t flu* I illlli" A i i i n t u ) i !ii i | i lu\ ( i l l n i iiri|il(»u:i l a s n u m l u k i i l j l i Q J Mill \\ r i n s l i in 
presented no evidence, not even by proffer, that the employee was authorized to make the 
statement or that it was a statement that concerned her scope of employment. Further, the 
statement was too vague to have any probative value. 
i > 
ARGUMENTS 
I. There was a great deal more evidence supporting the jury's 
verdict than Ms. Weinstein concedes. 
The law applicable to this case is not in dispute. It was stated in Instruction No. 
16 (Tr. 1406): 
A business property owner, such as Little America, has the duty to 
make its property reasonably safe for its guests, such as Ms. Weinstein, 
and the duty to refrain from creating and maintaining dangerous 
conditions on its property. 
The responsibility of a premises owner, such as Little America, is 
not absolute;...If, however, there is danger associated with the premises 
and if the owner of the premises has actual knowledge of the danger, or if 
the danger is discoverable by the owner in the exercise of reasonable care, 
it is the duty of the owner to correct the dangerous condition or to give 
reasonable warning, to the guest, of the danger. 
Premises liability is not strict liability. The presence of a dangerous condition 
alone, does not make the property owner liable. It is necessary that "the owner of the 
premises has actual knowledge of the danger, or [that] the danger is discoverable by the 
owner in the exercise of reasonable care."* Little America denies that it had any 
knowledge, actual or constructive, of the "dangerous" condition complained of by Ms. 
Weinstein. Little America denies that there was in fact a dangerous condition on its 
* "Notice is dispensed with in cases where the property owner "created" the hazard. 
Silcox v. Skaggs Alpha Beta. Inc.. 814 P.2d 623, 624 (Utah App. 1991). While this was 
the subject of the previous appeal, Ms. Weinstein did not request an instruction on the 
"no notice" variant to premises liability. (Tr. 1309) No such instruction was given by the 
Court. (Tr. 1390) 
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premises. The facts developed by I ittle America were sufficient to show both these 
propositions tc ji iry. 
Ms. Weinstein had a terrible problem with her case: overcoming the initial 
apprehension that she slipped on nothing more than ordinary, wet asphalt. No one not 
even Ms. Weinstein ~ suggested that property owners should be liabl s. 
Weinstein recognized and assumed the burden of showing something more: something 
making the asphalt "'"i' n mr '• i *asonat lj slipper j \ v hen • 2t 
She tried to do this with the asphalt sealing job that was done in August, 1990. It 
was Ms. Weinstein's burden to show a connection between the asphalt sealing and the 
extreme slipperiness she claimed to have encountered - eight months after the sealing • 
The problem was that simple circumstances never bore her out. Little America 
demonstrated, as a consei \ ati v e e stimate that hi iiicli eels of guests w alked the asphalt 
parking surfaces on any given day. We know there were a great many days of 
precipitation following the asphalt sealing job in August, 1990. Had there been a 
o • • i between;l^ -* - • 
a great many incidents, certainly more than the one reported to Little America before Ms. 
W1 einstein s accident 
Ms. Weinstein argued to the jury that there may have been other incidents that 
were not reported. But that was only argument. And speculation. The jury was entitled 
to mln lis ill >h\ musk mini flu! ,1111 .ibsniiii r ot IHC|MHtJ11JL* imliuited >in iihstm e (ill M nniis, 
area-wide problems. This was relevant to the consideration whether a dangerous 
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condition existed and, if it did, whether Little America had any reason to know and do 
something about it. 
Little America attacked the very premise that asphalt sealing contributed to 
slipperiness. The first place was in the cross-examination of Ms. Weinstein's expert, 
Charles Turnbow. Mr. Turnbow conceded that if the sealant had been applied in the 
manner recommended, it would have "cured" in three to four months. This meant that 
most of the "oil lifting," said to be a substantial contributing factor to Ms. Weinstein's 
accident, would have occurred prior to her accident. Mr. Turnbow agreed, with 
knowledge of our weather, that the sealant was well on its way to curing before winter set 
in. Mr. Turnbow therefore allowed the most certain possibility that all of the lifting had 
occurred before the accident. In case it had not, Mr. Turnbow was confronted with 
weather specifics the week before the accident. He agreed that even if all the lifting had 
not occurred by spring, "a lot" of the remaining oil would have washed away in the inch 
of rain preceding the accident. If that were not enough, Mr. Turnbow also conceded that 
vehicular traffic, always present at Little America, would tend to "squeegee off the 
material." 
Mr. Turnbow agreed that the manner of application was important to the curing 
time. In this, he was quite specific: "But certainly, it's working it in, because the idea is, 
of course, to get it as thin as one can to penetrate the surface and have no ponding or 
puddling." (Tr. 1855) Rick Mills, head grounds keeper at Little America, testified about 
the manner in which the sealant was applied: 
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Qi Rick, did you take precautions...to ensure that the asphalt sealant did 
not puddle or pool? 
A: Yes. I personally supervised the project....So I took extra precautions 
and I'm sure we rolled it and worked it into the small cracks and crevices 
and spread it out thinly so that it would cure properly. 
Q: \ nd h :> did ;; • o\ i i : thatf ' V hat method di i ;; '• : 1 11 ise? 
A: Up against the edges and around the corners, I remember just dipping 
it in the material and rolling it on. Some of the larger areas, I believe we 
spread some of the materials with squeegees and then went back over it 
with the rollers to make sure it was worked in and spread out smoothly.* 
(Tr. 1993) 
I\ li Mills was asked specifically about problems w ith curing: 
Q. Was there any problem with the curing of that particular job? 
\ : I'm not aware of any problem. 
Q: Did you actually go out and wai before an> c thei 
traffic to make sure that it cured? 
* : Oh, yes. Oh, y es. Usually, it would - depending on if it was in the 
sun or whatever, it would cure enough for foot traffic within an hour or 
two, and then we would leave it as long as possible, usually most of the 
day, before we'd allow vehicular traffic on that. (Tr. 1993-94) 
On pg. 7 of her brief, Ms. Weinstein states: "Little America used squeegees in the 
work, in violation of the instruction of the manufacturer of sealant." This is not a fair 
representation of the record. As seen above, Little America followed the squeegees with 
rollers, which were recommended by the manufacturer. In any event, the use of 
squeegees was purely immaterial: "I think the overall spreading, with or without a 
squeegee is probably not really important." (Tr. 1855) This from Charles Turnbow, Ms. 
Weinstein's expert. 
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Importantly, Mr. Mills denied the possibility of overlapping in the area where Ms. 
Weinstein fell: 
Q: Did you apply asphalt sealant in 1990 to this section here south of the 
pool? 
A: I'm sure we did. 
Q: Did you do that in one section or did you break that up? 
A: It's kind of a natural barrier. On either side, you can block it so the 
traffic won't go through that area. I don't remember specifically, but I'm 
sure we blocked it on either side and did that entire area at one time. (Tr. 
1994) 
Contrast this direct, first-hand testimony of Mr. Mills with the vague suppositions 
of Mr. Turnbow. Mr. Turnbow never did say that the sealant was producing slippery 
hydrocarbons on the date of Ms. Weintstein's accident. (Tr. 1868) The most he would 
say is that asphalt sealant has that "characteristic." (Tr. 1869) Mr. Turnbow would only 
allow the "possibility" that Little America left a deposit of asphalt sealant in the 
depression where Ms. Weinstein thinks she fell. (Tr. 1827) In the face of this equivocal 
testimony, the jury was perfectly entitled to ignore the possible effect of asphalt sealant 
applied eight months before. 
Ms. Weinstein's case did not rest there. Mr. Turnbow theorized that with or 
without the asphalt sealant, Dr. Wille's .38 hot spot "is substantially more slippery than 
the contiguous areas...." (Tr. 1877) In other words, according to Mr. Turnbow, the .38 
hot spot, in proximity to areas with higher traction, was "slippery enough to cause the 
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fall...all by itself." (Id.) 
There was certainly a difference of opinion about this. In Dr. Wille's opinion, 
considering the wet conditions, .38 was not "slippery." Dr. Smith noted that the asphalt, 
wet, was less slippery than his hardwood floor, dry. He did not agree that a co-efficient 
of friction between .35 and .40 was slippery: "I don't find it very slippery when walking 
on my hardwood floors or gymnasium floors. We play basketball on them and so forth, 
and I don't find them very - what I could call very slippery, and their friction is lower 
than that, so...." (Tr. 2031) He tested two surfaces that had the same difference in co-
efficients as the asphalt at Little America. Walking from one surface to the other never 
caused him to adjust his gait. 
This says nothing about why it was Little America was supposed to know about 
the difference in co-efficients, assuming that the difference made for a dangerous 
condition. Everyone who testified for Little America on this issue (Rick Mills, John 
Stoner, Dr. Craig Smith) said they could not detect (with the naked eye) any significant 
difference between the spot on the asphalt where Ms. Weinstein thinks she fell and the 
spots around it Rick Mills said: "It's a smooth spot. It's no different than the other 
smooth spots that Dr. Wille was testing, I believe." (Tr. 2001) 
Mr. Turnbow personally inspected the area where Ms. Weinstein thinks she fell. 
(Tr. 1818) He never identified the so-called hot spot. The only thing he noted about the 
general area (south of the pool) was: "The asphaltic concrete, the exposed portion of it, 
varied from exposed aggregate closer to the swimming pool fence, about midway of the 
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parking area, of approximately three-eighths of an inch, to smooth areas that were the 
only exposed areas with the asphalt itself,..." (Tr. 1819) Even the smooth areas were only 
"kind of smooth,..." (Tr. 1852) On the positive side, he noted: "The area was free of 
debris and appeared to have had sufficient coating on it that the - there was no 
alligatoring or degradation of the asphaltic concrete itself." (Id.) 
Mr. Turnbow noted that the "bulk" of the asphaltic concrete at Little America was 
"not slippery." (Tr. 1831) This was consistent with his theory that Ms. Weinstein 
negotiated the walkways fine, until she encountered the very spot ("hot spot," if you will) 
where she fell. (Tr. 1831) Mr. Turnbow agreed with everyone who testified on the 
subject that it would not be "reasonable to expect the co-efficient of friction to be the 
same throughout a large parking lot." (Tr. 1880) As for the area south of the pool, he 
testified that "there were small bumps and ridges and other things that are typically 
associated with asphaltic concrete." (Tr. 1819) 
We must point out that no one, not even Ms. Weinstein, pointed to the .38 hot 
spot and said that is where she fell. She never identified the precise location in her 
testimony at trial. In her deposition, taken many years before, she said she was not sure 
about the location. Mr. Turnbow was assuming that Ms. Weinstein fell on the .38 hot 
spot, simply because that was most consistent with his theory of the case. 
There was one thing undisputed by Little America: You could put sand in the 
sealant to provide better traction. While that was not in dispute, it was disputed whether 
that was necessary in this case. Rick Mills testified that it was only necessary, in his 
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opinion, in an area that was "steeply sloped." (Tr. 1581) Mr. Mills described the location 
in question as "pretty flat." (Id.) Mr. Turnbow agreed: "[I]t's a very gradual slope 
running off to the west." (Tr. 1819) The instructions on the label of the asphalt sealant 
make plain that adding sand is merely suggestive. (Exh. 1) In fact, they make plain that 
sand merely "increase[s] non-slip characteristics" the sealant already has. (Id.) Mr. 
Turnbow agreed it is not "customary" to put sand in asphalt sealant. (Tr. 1880) That is, 
unless "the coating has essentially covered the typical aggregate of the asphalt, then - and 
it's an area of potential pedestrian traffic, the answer is yes. Otherwise, it's not done." 
(Id.) 
Mr. Mills also said that adding sand would only be necessary where there was 
"some indication that you had a problem." (Tr. 1581) This is where you get into the 
Sandra Walraven incident because that was the only incident (reported to Little America) 
in the eight months following application of the asphalt sealant. (Tr. 1756) It is 
undisputed that Ms. Walraven's incident occurred in a different location. (Exh. 5) John 
Stoner, the head of security, investigated Ms. Walraven's accident. He spoke to her on 
the telephone and personally inspected the place where she said she fell. (Tr. 1755)* He 
testified that there had never, in the preceding 22 years, been a similar incident in the 
"general vicinity." (Tr. 1755-56) He said that "in checking the area, I didn't see anything 
* Admittedly, the first time he checked the wrong location. (Tr. 2005) He went back later, 
when he discovered the precise location, and still found nothing. (Id.) 
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that we could fix or change that would make any difference. There wasn't a problem 
with the surface that I could see." (Tr. 1756) Ms. Walraven did not suggest that anything 
should be done. (Tr. 2004) She did not tell Mr. Stoner there was a "seeming hazard." 
(Id.) There was nothing about the Walraven incident that suggested to Mr. Stoner an 
"area-wide hazard on the parking lot at Little America." (Tr. 1757) 
Mr. Stoner's office was located very near the place where Ms. Weinstein fell. (Tr. 
2002-03) He testified that he walked the area "dozens of times a day." (Tr. 2003) He did 
this "rain or shine." (Id.) Before the time Ms. Weinstein fell, he had no idea that there 
was anything dangerous about the asphalt at Little America or in the particular location 
where Ms. Weinstein fell. (Tr. 2002) He testified that over the years, he watched the 
population of business women grow. (Tr. 2003) He was aware that business men and 
women were walking the asphalt at Little America, in business-type shoes, rain or shine. 
(Id.) He testified that he never identified a hazard associated with wet asphalt and 
business-type shoes at Little America. (Id.) 
Ms. Weinstein tried to elicit testimony from her expert that Little America should 
have "steam cleaned" the asphalt after applying the sealant. (Tr. 1832) Rick Mills, the 
head grounds keeper, never heard of such a thing. (Tr. 1583) The manufacturer of the 
sealant said there was nothing that needed to be done after the sealant cured to make it 
more slip resistant. (Tr. 2041) In response to his own lawyer's questions, Mr. Turnbow 
refused to state that steam cleaning would have "eliminated" the problem he claimed was 
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there. (Tr. 1833) 
Ms. Weinstein has always tried to make more out of the everyday observations of 
Little America personnel that walking surfaces are more slippery when wet. This was a 
distortion of their actual testimony: 
Q: This slippery when wet condition that you've testified about, is this 
something that you have observed generally over the course of your years 
on earth? 
A: Yes. 
Q: Is there anything in particular about the asphalt at Little America that 
makes it, in your estimation, excessively slippery when wet? 
A: No, I have not. 
Q: And do you believe that's something that is a matter of common 
knowledge? 
A: I believe it is, yes. (Tr. 1797-98) 
Little America was criticized for not hiring a "safety engineer" in response to the 
slip and fall of Sandra Walraven. (Tr. 1766) This was merely the suggestion of counsel. 
It was never stated by Mr. Turnbow who presumably could testify about things such as 
custom or practice in the industry. Without such evidence, the jury was entitled to use its 
own judgment in determining what was reasonable under the circumstances. 
When all is said and done, the most that can be said for Ms. Weinstein's case is 
that there were spots on the asphalt that were a lot more slippery than they looked. There 
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was nothing, however, to suggest that Little America should have known this before the 
testing of Dr. Wille. Witness after witness testified for Little America that the results of 
Dr. Wille's testing came as a surprise to them: 
Q: [Y]ou became aware of that general testing and some disparity [in co-
efficients] how long ago? 
A: Within the last month, probably. 
Q: Okay. And that's more than five years after Sharon fell and had her 
arm - wrist broken, right? 
A: Correct. 
Q: And until you learn that - until you came by that knowledge that you 
came by a month or so ago, were you even aware that there was any 
disparity from spot to spot out there on that surface that had been resealed 
in 1990? 
A: No. I had given it no thought. (Tr. 1800) 
This testimony was elicited by Ms. Weinstein and points out the fatal flaw in her 
case. The hazard, assuming there was one (and there was significant difference of 
opinion about that) was no more visible to Little America than it was to Ms. Weinstein. 
Witness after witness, including those of Ms. Weinstein, testified that the so-called "hot 
spot" looked no different than the asphalt around it. Mr. Turnbow conceded that a .38 
surface is not dangerous per se; people walk safely on surfaces with lower co-efficients of 
friction, if they know they are there. (Tr. 1872-73) If the hot spot were dangerous, it was 
only because it was invisible. If it were invisible, it was incapable of perception by the 
reasonable landowner. In which case, Ms. Weinstein wins the battle, loses the war. 
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The only way to find the spot was through co-efficient of friction testing. 
However, there was nothing to suggest that Little America should have done co-efficient 
of friction testing before Ms. Weinstein's accident. The jury was instructed that it could 
take into consideration "local customs, business customs, or industry customers." (Tr. 
1408) There was no evidence of any such customs requiring co-efficient of friction 
testing by landowners on asphalt. Barring that, Little America's duty was one of 
"reasonable care," which depends (of course) "on the situation." (Tr. 1407) Who can say 
that the jury did not follow this instruction? As reasonable people, the jury must have 
considered the hundreds of people walking every day on Little America's surfaces 
without mishap. They must have considered Little America's personnel walking those 
same surfaces, every day, rain or shine, dozens of times a day. They must have 
considered Little America's awareness that a substantial portion of its guest population 
were business people, in business-type shoes. They must have considered that those 
same people must walk on the asphalt, in the rain, to get to their rooms. They must have 
considered that when Little America identified a hazard, it acted to correct it. (Tr. 1770-
72, 1996) They must have considered the Sandra Walraven incident, which gave no 
indication of a general, area-wide concern. They must have considered Little America's 
maintenance and upkeep of its asphalt, which prevented a more serious and foreseeable 
hazard for pedestrian traffic: potholes. (Tr. 1822-23) They must have considered that 
under the circumstances, there was nothing more for Little America to do. This they 
were entitled to do because there was substantial, competent evidence backing them up. 
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There was nothing wrong with the jury's verdict in this case. 
As for the standard of review to be applied to this case, we must take issue with 
one statement by Ms. Weinstein in her brief: "The Court's review of the record in this 
case, consistent with Ms. Weinstein's marshaling of the evidence...should cause the Court 
to conclude that Ms. Weinstein, from any fair perspective, tipped the scales, 'however 
slightly or greatly,' and thus carried her burden with respect to Little America's 
negligence." (Pg. 42) That, of course, is the jury's job. Butterfield v. Cook, 817 P.2d 
333, 337 (Utah App. 1991) (appeals courts not to "reweigh the evidence or investigate 
witness credibility"). The standard applicable to this Court's review is quite different: 
"[W]e will upset a jury verdict only upon a showing that the evidence so clearly 
preponderates in favor of the appellant that reasonable people would not differ on the 
outcome of the case." Billings v. Union Bankers Insurance Co., 918 P.2d 461, 467 (Utah 
1996). 
Along these same lines, it serves no useful purpose to compare the facts of one 
negligence case with another, as Ms. Weinstein has urged this Court to do. (Pg. 39) 
Negligence cases are far too fact-sensitive to bear any profitable comparison. Besides, 
the case cited by Ms. Weinstein (Ortiz v. Geneva Rock Products, Inc., 939 P.2d 1213 
(Utah App. 1997)) does not compare well with ours. Defendant (in that case) conceded 
liability and fought the case on comparative negligence. 939 P.2d at 1218 n.3. 
Notwithstanding, the jury found no negligence on the part of defendant. As for the 
evidence supporting the verdict, the Court noted: "Geneva Rock relies on the testimony 
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of only one witness, the mechanic,..." Id. at 1217. However, that witness' testimony "did 
not support the jury's finding of no negligence on Geneva Rock's part." Id. 
There was more than one witness testifying for Little America (4). Each of those 
witnesses gave testimony that supported the jury verdict. More importantly, the problem 
in Ortiz was very specialized and not present here. For every negligence case where a 
jury verdict is overturned, there are probably dozens more where it is upheld. It goes 
without saying that this Court's decision should rest on the record of this case. Little 
America is confident that based on such a review, this Court will uphold the 
determination of a majority of the jurors in this case, and that of the trial court in denying 
Ms. Weinstein's motion for a new trial. 
II. The statement of the Little America "desk clerk" was 
irrelevant hearsay. 
Ms. Weinstein attempted to offer the evidence at Tr. 404-05. Her question was 
cut off by an objection, (Tr. 405) at which point there was a side bar between counsel and 
the trial court. (Id.) When the parties returned, Ms. Weinstein dropped the matter: "Let's 
move on to something else, Sharon." (Id.) Following the evidence, Ms. Weinstein made 
a proffer of her evidence on this subject. (Tr. 2015-16) We can safely say that nowhere in 
the trial record was the Little America employee identified. She was referred to as "a 
female person whose name she [Ms. Weinstein] cannot recall...." (Tr. 2015) In her brief, 
Ms. Weinstein says this person was the "desk clerk." (Pg. 43) There is nothing in the 
record to support that. 
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What is more important, there was nothing in the record of the trial to suggest that 
this person was authorized by Little America to make the statement attributed to her. 
Rule 801(d)(2)(C), Utah Rules of Evidence. There was nothing in the record of the trial 
to suggest that such a statement was within the scope of this person's employment. Rule 
801(d)(2)(D). In her brief, Ms. Weinstein states: "[I]t was palpably within the job duties 
of a Little America desk clerk to share with customers, such as Ms. Weinstein, conditions 
on the premises known to that clerk." (Pg. 45) This is simply conjecture. There is 
nothing in the record about the job duties of a Little America desk clerk. 
Besides, the statement is really too vague to have any probative effect. It raises 
more questions than it answers: What exactly is-it that "happens here all the time"? Is it 
people hurting themselves? Or is it people slipping and falling? Obviously, it was the 
cast on Ms. Weinstein's arm that provoked the alleged comment. Assume that the person 
were speaking about slip and fall incidents: Was she necessarily referring to wet asphalt? 
Why not snow and ice? Or kitchen grease? Or wet floors? Or at the pool? There is no 
way to tell. Certainly, none of those other situations were relevant to the one at issue in 
this case. All of this needed to be fleshed out in the proffer or in the record of the trial. 
Since it was not, the trial court was perfectly within its rights to exclude the statement. 
CONCLUSION 
More often than not, Ms. Weinstein was permitted to put on evidence over the 
objections of Little America. The few times she was stopped, she had clearly gone too 
far. 
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As for the weight of the evidence, the record speaks for itself. Little America put 
on a vigorous, thoughtful and substantial defense. This Court should rest assured that 
Ms. Weinstein received a full and fair trial. 
For the foregoing reasons, the Judgment and Order of the trial court should be 
AFFIRMED. 
DATED this of September, 1997. 
VAN COTT, BAGLEY, CORNWALL & 
MCCARTHY 
By 
Donald L. Dalton 
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ADDENDUM 
CERTIFIED COPY 
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
CIVIL NO. 910906459PI 
(JUDGE SANDRA N. PEULER) 
VIDEO DEPOSITION OF: 
CRAIG C. SMITH 
* * * 
SHARON M. WEINSTEIN, 
PLAINTIFF, 
-V-
SINCLAIR OIL CORPORATION, A 
WYOMING CORPORATION, DBA 
LITTLE AMERICA, 
DEFENDANT. 
* * * 
BE IT REMEMBERED THAT ON THE 8TH DAY OF 
AUGUST, 1996, THE VIDEO DEPOSITION OF CRAIG C. SMITH, 
PRODUCED AS A WITNESS HEREIN AT THE INSTANCE OF THE 
DEFENDANT, HEREIN, IN THE ABOVE-ENTITLED ACTION NOW 
PENDING IN THE ABOVE-NAMED COURT, WAS TAKEN BEFORE DAWN 
M. DAVIS, A CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTER AND NOTARY 
PUBLIC IN AND FOR THE STATE OF UTAH, COMMENCING AT THE 
HOUR OF 8:45 A.M. OF SAID DAY AT THE OFFICE OF VAN COTT, 
BAGLEY, CORNWALL AND MCCARTHY, 50 SOUTH MAIN STREET, 
SUITE 1600, SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH. 
THAT SAID DEPOSITION WAS TAKEN PURSUANT TO 
NOTICE. 
* * * 
Eocfey Mountain 
ftefttrtfot Service, Inc. 
322 Newhouse Building 
10 Exchange Place 
Salt Lake City. Utah 84111 
Phone (801) 531-0256 
Statewide Reporting 
National and Merit Certified Reporters 
Expedited Delivery 
Computerized Transcription 
IBM Compatible Disks 
Litigation Support Software 
Video Depositions 
P R O C E E D I N G S 
(EXHIBITS 1 THROUGH 4 WERE MARKED FOR IDENTIFICATION.) 
MR. DALTON: THIS IS THE TIME AND PLACE OF 
THE TAKING OF THE DEPOSITION OF DR. CRAIG SMITH. 
WOULD YOU PLEASE SWEAR THE WITNESS? 
CRAIG C. SMITH, 
CALLED AS A WITNESS, HAVING BEEN DULY SWORN, 
WAS EXAMINED AND TESTIFIED AS FOLLOWS: 
EXAMINATION 
BY MR. DALTON: 
Q SINCE THIS TAPE WILL BE PLAYED FOR THE JURY 
AND THIS DEPOSITION READ TO THE JURY IN THAT MANNER, I 
BELIEVE IT'S IMPORTANT TO SET THE STAGE FOR WHAT WE ARE 
DOING. 
WE ARE IN THE OFFICE OF VAN COTT, BAGLEY, THE 
ATTORNEYS FOR THE DEFENDANT. DON DALTON IS THE PERSON 
SPEAKING PRESENTLY. I AM THE ATTORNEY FOR THE DEFENDANT. 
THIS IS DR. CRAIG SMITH, THE DEPONENT. HE IS 
A WITNESS FOR DEFENDANT. 
PETER COLLINS, THE ATTORNEY FOR THE 
PLAINTIFF, IS HERE, AND, PETER, I BELIEVE WE HAVE A 
STIPULATION TO TAKE THIS BY VIDEO AND TO READ IT AT TRIAL 
BECAUSE OF DR. SMITH'S UNAVAILABILITY. 
MR. COLLINS: RIGHT, SUBJECT TO OBJECTIONS 
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AND SO ON, 
FORMAT. 
BUT THERE IS NO PROBLEM AT ALL WITH THE VIDEO 
MR. DALTON: OR THE READING OF IT AT TRIAL. 
MR. COLLINS: NO, NO PROBLEM WITH THAT. 
MR. DALTON: RIGHT. 
Q DR. SMITH, LET'S GET INTO IT, THEN. 
HOW IS IT THAT YOU ARE INVOLVED WITH THIS 
CASE? 
A WELL, A COLLEAGUE OF MINE DID SOME TESTS ON 
THE SURFACE OF THE — ON THE PAVEMENT SURFACE WHERE MISS 
WEINSTEIN FELL, AND A COUPLE OF WEEKS AGO YOU CONTACTED ME 
TO REVIEW HIS TESTS AND REVIEW THE ACCIDENT SCENE AND SO 
FORTH BECAUSE MY COLLEAGUE WAS UNAVAILABLE. 
Q WHO IS YOUR COLLEAGUE? 
A DR. MILTON WILLE. 
Q WHERE DO YOU KNOW DR. WILLE? 
A DR. WILLE WAS A PROFESSOR AT BRIGHAM YOUNG 
UNIVERSITY. HE RETIRED ABOUT THREE YEARS AGol 
DAWN M. DAVIS, CSR, RPR 
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Q DR. SMITH, WHERE DO YOU WORK? 
A I WORK AT BRIGHAM YOUNG UNIVERSITY AS WELL. 
Q HOW ARE YOU EMPLOYED? 
A I AM A PROFESSOR THERE, MECHANICAL 
ENGINEERING. 
Q DO YOU KNOW DR. WILLE? 
A YES, I DO. 
Q HAVE YOU SEEN A COPY OF THE REPORT THAT HE 
DID IN THIS CASE? 
A YES, I HAVE. 
Q IS THAT EXHIBIT 1? 
A YES. 
Q WHAT IS YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF WHAT DR. WILLE 
WAS ATTEMPTING TO DO WITH HIS TESTS? 
A WELL, DR. WILLE WAS EXAMINING THE WALKWAY IN 
THE REGION WHERE THIS ACCIDENT OCCURRED AND LOOKING FOR 
POTENTIAL SLICK SPOTS OR PROBLEMS THAT MIGHT HAVE BEEN 
RESPONSIBLE FOR HER FALLING. 
AND SO HE — NOT KNOWING WHERE SHE FELL IN 
THAT WHOLE REGION, HE WENT LOOKING FOR THE QUOTE, UNQUOTE, 
SLICKEST SPOTS, MEASURING THEM, MEASURING THE COEFFICIENT 
OF FRICTION, WHICH tS A MEASURE OF THE SLICKNESS OF THE 
SURFACE, AND SEEING IF HE COULD FIND ANY SPOTS THAT WERE 
NOT WITHIN NORMAL EXPECTED RANGES OF — OF THE COEFFICIENT 
OF FRICTION FOR THESE KINDS OF SURFACES. 
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Q DO YOU KNOW WHEN IT WAS DR. WILLE DID HIS 
TEST? 
A WELL, I HAVE TO LOOK AT HIS LETTER TO GET THE 
EXACT DATE. HE DID IT ON THE 24TH OF SEPTEMBER, 1992, 
ACCORDING TO THIS LETTER, REPORT, THAT HE HAS WRITTEN. 
Q SINCE — FIRST LET ME ESTABLISH; YOU WERE NOT 
THERE WHEN HE DID THIS, DID THIS TEST? 
A THAT IS CORRECT. 
Q HAVE YOU SPOKEN WITH DR. WILLE ABOUT THE 
TESTS THAT HE DID? 
A NOT DIRECTLY. PRIOR TO HIS RETIREMENT, WHEN 
HE LEFT, HE INDICATED THAT THIS CASE WAS PENDING AND THAT 
SOMETIME IN THE FUTURE I MAY BE ASKED TO HELP BECAUSE HE 
WOULD NOT BE AVAILABLE. SO WE TALKED BRIEFLY IN THAT WAY, 
BUT WE DID NOT TALK AT ALL ABOUT THE PARTICULARS OF THE 
CASE OR ANYTHING AT THAT TIME. 
Q SINCE YOU WEREN'T THERE AT THE TIME OF THE 
TESTING AND SINCE THE JURY CAN'T SEE WHAT DR. WILLE DID, 
LET ME ASK IF YOU HAVE SOME UNDERSTANDING AS TO WHAT 
EXACTLY DR. WILLE DID. 
A YES. 
MR. COLLINS: EXCUSE ME, DON. LET ME JUST 
ASK A QUESTION. MAY I VOIR DIRE HIM FOR A MOMENT? IF I 
COULD HAVE ALL OF THE RIGHTS THAT I WOULD NORMALLY HAVE ON 
VOIR DIRE, I'LL SAVE IT FOR MY EXAMINATION CROSS, BUT I 
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WOULD 
BY MR. 
LIKE AN OPPORTUNITY TO ASK 
MR. 
COLLINS: 
Q 
A 
IS 
YES 
DALTON: SURE. 
VOIR 
IT DR. 
HIM 
GO 
NOW. 
AHEAD. 
DIRE EXAMINATION 
SMITH? 
Q DR. SMITH, I GATHER FROM WHAT I HAVE HEARD 
FROM YOU SO FAR, THAT THE ONLY KNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE OF 
THE TESTING THAT DR. WILLE DID IS BASED ON THE REPORT 
ITSELF THAT HAS BEEN EXHIBIT 1, IS THAT CORRECT? 
A THE REPORT ITSELF AND, OF COURSE, MY 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE KINDS OF THINGS THAT HE WOULD DO AND 
THE KIND OF EQUIPMENT HE WOULD USE AND THE PROCEDURES WHICH 
ARE PROCEDURES THAT I WOULD UNDERSTAND AS AN ENGINEER. 
Q OKAY. 
A BUT, REGARDING THE SPECIFIC METHODOLOGY, 
PROCEDURES AND SO FORTH, I AM RELYING UPON HIS REPORT, 
THAT'S CORRECT. 
Q AND AS FAR AS HIS CONCLUSIONS GO AND SO ON, 
YOU ARE RELYING SOLELY ON THE REPORT AS OPPOSED TO ANYTHING 
THAT HE TOLD YOU, IS THAT CORRECT? 
A YES, AS REGARDS TO HIS CONCLUSIONS. 
Q SO WHAT YOU BRING TO THE TASK HERE IS JUST A 
GENERAL UNDERSTANDING OF THE KINDS OF TESTING AND THE KINDS 
OF PRINCIPLES AT WORK HERE. IS THAT A FAIR STATEMENT? 
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A YES, ALTHOUGH I DID DO SOME TESTING MYSELF AS 
WELL. 
Q ON THIS VERY SURFACE? 
A YES. 
MR. COLLINS: OKAY. WELL, THANK YOU FOR 
EXPLAINING THAT. 
GO AHEAD, DON. 
CONTINUED EXAMINATION 
BY MR. DALTON: 
Q IN READING DR. WILLE'S REPORT THAT'S EXHIBIT 
1 , DO YOU HAVE AN UNDERSTANDING AS TO WHAT DR. WILLE DID TO 
TEST THE SURFACE? 
A YES, I DO. 
Q WHAT IS THAT? 
A WELL, HE OBTAINED AN EXEMPLAR SHOE WHICH 
HE — WHICH WAS SIMILAR TO THE SHOE THAT — THE SHOES THAT 
MRS. WEINSTEIN WAS WEARING. I 
HE WENT OUT IN THE GENERAL AREA OF THE 
WALKWAY AND PICKED OUT LOCATIONS THAT HE FELT WERE 
SMOOTHER THAN — AMONG THE SMOOTHEST — AND MEASURED THE 
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION BETWEEN THE SOLE OF THE SHOE AND 
THE PAVEMENT. AND THAT WAS DONE BY FIRST WETTING THE SHOE 
AND SOAKING THE PAVEMENT WITH WATER SO IT WOULD BE A WET 
CONDITION. 
HE THEN ADDED WEIGHTS TO THE SHOE TO PUSH IT 
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DOWN AGAINST THE GROUND. AND THEN USING A FORCE GAUGE, HE 
WOULD MEASURE THE FORCE REQUIRED TO DRAG THE SHOE ALONG THE 
SURFACE. AND THE RATIO OF THE FORCE REQUIRED TO DRAG IT IN 
A HORIZONTAL DIRECTION AND THE VERTICAL FORCE OF PRESSING 
THE SHOE DOWN AGAINST THE PAVEMENT IS WHAT WE CALL THE 
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION. THE LOWER THAT NUMBER, THE 
SMALLER THE HORIZONTAL FORCE IS AS COMPARED TO THE WEIGHT 
OF THE NORMAL FORCE. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
NOW, IS THIS COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION TEST A 
STANDARD TEST TO BE EMPLOYED IN CASES SUCH AS THIS? 
A YES. IT'S A STANDARD WAY TO MEASURE 
SLIPPERINESS, OR LACK THEREOF, OF A SURFACE. 
Q IF YOU HAD BEEN RETAINED INITIALLY AT THE 
TIME THAT DR. WILLE WAS, WOULD YOU HAVE DONE SOMETHING 
SIMILAR TO WHAT DR. WILLE DID? 
A YES, I WOULD. 
Q ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH DR. WILLE'S WORK IN 
ACCIDENT CASES SUCH AS THIS? DO YOU HAVE SOME PERSONAL 
FAMILIARITY WITH HIS WORK? 
A YES. I HAVE WORKED WITH DR. WILLE ON SOME 
CASES. I HAVE WORKED WITH HIM AS A COLLEAGUE AT THE 
UNIVERSITY. IN FACT, MANY YEARS AGO I TOOK CLASSES FROM 
HIM. 
Q SO YOU KNOW HIM QUITE WELL? 
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A SO I KNOW HIM VERY WELL, YES. 
Q DID YOU PERFORM ANY TESTS OF YOUR OWN IN 
MAKING THIS TESTIMONY HERE — BEFORE MAKING THIS TESTIMONY? 
A YES, I DID. 
Q WHAT KIND OF TESTS DID YOU DO? 
A WELL, I PERFORMED SOME TESTS ON THE SAME 
SURFACE WITH A DIFFERENT SET OF APPARATUS. THEY WERE 
PERFORMED SOMEWHAT DIFFERENTLY. AND THEN I ALSO PERFORMED 
SOME TESTS ON OTHER SURFACES WITH THE SHOE SIMILAR TO THE 
WAY DR. WILLE PERFORMED THOSE TESTS. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
HAVE YOU WRITTEN UP THE RESULTS OF YOUR 
TESTING? 
A YES, I HAVE AT LEAST SUMMARIZED IT ON A 
SPREADSHEET. 
Q I AM NOT GOING TO PULL THAT OUT RIGHT NOW, 
BUT DO YOUR SUMMARIES APPEAR IN EXHIBIT 2? 
A THEY DO. 
Q WHAT IS EXHIBIT 2, JUST FOR THE RECORD? 
A EXHIBIT 2 IS A NOTEBOOK THAT CONTAINS THE 
THINGS THAT I HAVE COLLECTED IN PREPARING MY TESTIMONY FOR 
THIS CASE. 
Q DO YOU HAVE ANY OBJECTION TO ME MAKING IT 
AVAILABLE TO MR. COLLINS? 
A NO, I DO NOT. 
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MR. DALTON: PETER, DO YOU WANT TO SEE THIS 
NOW? 
MR. COLLINS: YES. THANK YOU. 
Q (BY MR. DALTON) ALL RIGHT. LET'S GET BACK 
TO DR. WILLE'S TEST AND HIS REPORT. 
HOW MANY LOCATIONS DID HE TEST? 
A I BELIEVE HE TESTED THREE SEPARATE LOCATIONS. 
Q WHERE AT THE HOTEL DID HE TEST? WHERE IN THE 
GENERAL AREA OF THE HOTEL DID HE TEST? 
A WELL, THERE IS A DRIVEWAY JUST SOUTH OF THE 
POOL THAT — AND MISS WEINSTEIN APPARENTLY HAD WALKED 
AROUND THE POOL AND ALONG THAT DRIVEWAY TOWARD A BUILDING 
THAT HAD A ROOM WHERE SHE WAS HEADED. 
Q LET ME ASK YOU, WHEN YOU SAY APPARENTLY, HOW 
DO YOU KNOW WHERE SHE WALKED? 
A FROM HER TESTIMONY, FROM HER DEPOSITION. 
Q DID YOU READ THAT? 
A I DID. 
Q OKAY. GO AHEAD. 
A IT'S NOT CLEAR WHERE SHE FELL. SHE WASN'T 
SURE IN HER DEPOSITION. SHE DID INDICATE THAT SHE THOUGHT 
IT WAS TOWARD THE WEST OF THE SWIMMING POOL, BUT SOUTH OF 
THE POOL. 
AND SO DR. WILLE, NOT KNOWING EXACTLY WHERE 
THE ACCIDENT OCCURRED, MEASURED IN THREE DIFFERENT 
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LOCATIONS, ONE AT EACH END AND ONE IN THE CENTER, 
GENERALLY, OF THAT WALKWAY. 
Q LET ME ASK YOU, DOES HE EXPLAIN IN HIS REPORT 
WHY IT IS THAT HE PICKED THESE THREE LOCATIONS? 
A HE DOES, AND PERHAPS THE BEST WAY FOR ME TO 
DO THIS IS TO JUST READ WHAT HE SAID. 
HE SAID, ON THE 24TH OF SEPTEMBER, 1992, I 
INSPECTED THE TRAFFIC LANE OUTSIDE OF UNITS 3101 TO 3110 AT 
LITTLE AMERICA HOTEL. LOCATIONS WERE SELECTED THAT WERE 
THE SMOOTHEST REGIONS, TYPICALLY SLIGHTLY DEPRESSED AREAS 
WHERE THE ASPHALT SEALANT WOULD TEND TO PUDDLE, PRODUCING 
AN EXTRA SMOOTH SURFACE. THE REGIONS ARE IDENTIFIED BY 
THEIR DISTANCES DIRECTLY OUT FROM GUEST UNIT DOORS. 
AND HE HAS A LITTLE DIAGRAM ATTACHED IN THE 
BACK THAT HAS THOSE UNITS AND THOSE LOCATIONS SKETCHED. 
Q ALL RIGHT. NOW, EXHIBIT 1 WILL BE OFFERED AS 
AN EXHIBIT AT TRIAL AND, IF ADMITTED, THE JURY WILL HAVE A 
CHANCE TO SEE IT; BUT LET'S CONTINUE THEN WITH THE REPORT 
OF DR. WILLE. 
DID HE REPORT SOME FINDINGS FROM THE RESULT 
OF THIS TEST? 
A YES, HE DID. 
Q DO THOSE APPEAR IN THE REPORT? 
A THEY DO. 
Q NOW, IT'S REPORTED IN TERMS OF NUMBERS, BUT 
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IF YOU CAN EXPLAIN TO THE JURY AS BEST YOU CAN WHAT IT IS 
THAT DR. WILLE IS REPORTING. 
Q CAN YOU SIMPLY COMMENT THEN ON THE RESULTS OF 
DR. WILLE'S TEST, WHAT IT IS THAT YOU UNDERSTOOD THAT HE 
FOUND? 
A OKAY. WELL, DR. WILLE — AFTER — HE 
DESCRIBES THE PROCESS. HE SATURATED THE AREA WHERE — EACH 
OF THE AREAS WHERE HE WAS TESTING WITH WATER, AND SATURATED 
THE SHOE SO THAT IT WOULD BE A WET CONDITION. AND THEN HE 
MEASURED WHAT I DESCRIBED EARLIER AS THE COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION. IN ONE AREA HE MEASURED COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION 
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BETWEEN .59 AND .65 WITH AN AVERAGE OF .63. 
NOW, WHAT THAT MEANS SIMPLY IS THAT THE 
HORIZONTAL FORCE REQUIRED TO DRAG THE SHOE ON THE SURFACE 
IS ABOUT 63 PERCENT OF THE NORMAL FORCE, OR THE FORCE 
PUSHING IT AGAINST THE PAVEMENT. 
Q NOW, THAT .63 IS WHAT IS KNOWN AS THE 
COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION, IS THAT CORRECT? 
A THAT'S CORRECT. 
Q ALL RIGHT. PLEASE CONTINUE. 
A IN THE NEXT SITE, IN THE MIDDLE OF THE 
WALKWAY AREA, BETWEEN DOORS 3105 AND 3106, HE MEASURED 
BETWEEN .59 TO .70 WITH AN AVERAGE OF .62, SO THAT MEANS 
ABOUT 62 PERCENT OF THE LATERAL FORCE TO CAUSE SLIPPAGE — 
WELL, 62 PERCENT — THE LATERAL FORCE IS 62 PERCENT OF THE 
I 
NORMAL FORCE IN ORDER TO DRAG THE SHOE. 
Q THAT'S ROUGHLY SIMILAR TO WHAT HE FOUND IN 
THE FIRST LOCATION, IS THAT CORRECT? 
A THAT'S CORRECT. 
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A OKAY. IN THE THIRD AREA HE MEASURED 
COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION BETWEEN .36 AND .43, WITH AN 
AVERAGE OF .38, WHICH MEANS THAT THE LATTER PORTION IS 
ABOUT 38 PERCENT OF THE NORMAL FORCE. 
Q ALL RIGHT. LET'S PUT DR. WILLE'S FINDINGS IN 
SOME SORT OF CONTEXT. 
JUST EXPRESSING IT AS NUMBERS, IS THAT 
PARTICULARLY HELPFUL TO A JURY OR A FINDER OF FACT, DO YOU 
THINK? 
A WELL, PROBABLY UNLESS YOU'VE MADE 
MEASUREMENTS YOURSELF AND COMPARED THAT WITH YOUR 
EXPERIENCE, IT PROBABLY ISN'T TOO MEANINGFUL. 
Q NOW, THERE MAY BE JURORS WITH THAT KIND OF 
EXPERIENCE, WE DON'T KNOW YET, OF COURSE, BUT LET'S ASSUME 
THAT THERE IS NOT. I HAVE HAD NO EXPERIENCE WITH IT, BEFORE 
AND SO WE NEED TO APPROACH IT FROM THAT POINT OF VIEW. 
LET US FIRST PUT THE THREE NUMBERS IN 
CONTEXT. THE NUMBERS, AS REPORTED, ARE AVERAGES OF VARIOUS 
READINGS TAKEN BY DR. WILLE IN EACH SEPARATE LOCATION, IS 
THAT CORRECT? 
A THAT'S RIGHT. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
AND THAT NUMBER IS EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF WHAT 
IS KNOWN AS A COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION? 
A YES. 
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Q AND IT IS, AS YOU EXPLAINED, A PERCENTAGE OF 
THE HORIZONTAL FORCE VERSUS THE VERTICAL FORCE, TRYING TO 
COME UP WITH SOMETHING TO DEMONSTRATE HOW SLIPPERY A 
PARTICULAR SURFACE IS, RIGHT? 
A YES. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
DO THE NUMBERS BY THEMSELVES MEAN ANYTHING? 
IN OTHER WORDS, DO THOSE REPRESENT ABSOLUTE VALUES, IN YOUR 
EXPERIENCE? 
A WELL, IT'S HARD TO SAY ONE NUMBER IS GOOD AND 
ANOTHER NUMBER IS BAD UNLESS YOU PUT IT INTO CONTEXT OF 
WHAT'S HAPPENING AND SO FORTH. WHAT I DID IS I MEASURED 
SOME OTHER SURFACES THAT I HAVE COMMON EXPERIENCE WITH TO 
COMPARE THEM TO, AND THAT GIVES US AN IDEA. 
WE NEED TO RECOGNIZE THAT WE WALK NORMALLY ON 
SURFACES THAT HAVE VARYING COEFFICIENTS OF FRICTION. IF 
THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION GETS TOO LOW, THEN WE HAVE TO 
WALK CAREFULLY OR WE ARE LIKELY TO SLIP. IF IT GETS TOO 
HIGH, SOMETIMES WE'LL TEND TO STUB OUR TOES OR SO FORTH. 
BUT WE ARE QUITE ADAPTABLE AT WALKING OVER A RANGE OF 
SURFACES WITHOUT ANY PROBLEM, AND UNLESS WE APPLY LATERAL 
FORCES IN OUR NORMAL WALKING OR NORMAL GAIT THAT EXCEED 
THAT ALLOWABLE BY FRICTION, WE DON'T — WE DON'T REALLY 
KNOW WHAT THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION IS OR HOW CLOSE WE 
ARE TO IT AND WE JUST AUTOMATICALLY WALK FROM ONE SURFACE 
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TO ANOTHER. AND AS LONG AS OUR NORMAL GAIT FITS WITHIN THE 
RANGE OF THOSE SURFACES, WE ARE OKAY. 
Q I SUPPOSE ANOTHER WAY TO ASK THE QUESTION IS, 
DO THOSE NUMBERS, THOSE THREE NUMBERS THAT DR. WILLE 
REPORTS, DO THEY HAVE MEANING BY THEMSELVES? IN OTHER 
WORDS, CAN YOU JUST LOOK AT THOSE NUMBERS AND DERIVE SOME 
MEANING FROM LOOKING AT THEM BY THEMSELVES? 
A WELL, THEY HAVE MEANING TO ME IN THE CONTEXT 
OF COMPARING ONE SURFACE WITH ANOTHER. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
A BUT VARIATIONS IN THESE, ONE TO ANOTHER, 
DOESN'T NECESSARILY HAVE MEANING UNLESS YOU PUT IT IN 
CONTEXT OF WHAT KINDS OF SURFACES WE NORMALLY WALK ON AND 
WHAT KINDS OF SURFACES WE WOULD EXPECT TO HAVE. 
Q WE ARE GOING TO DO THAT IN A MOMENT. WHAT I 
WOULD LIKE TO DO IS JUST FINISH OUT HIS REPORT. IT'S NOT 
VERY LONG. 
DOES DR. WILLE REPORT ANY CONCLUSIONS FROM 
HIS TESTING? 
A YES. PERHAPS I COULD READ HIS SUMMARY. 
HE INDICATES THAT THE LOWEST COEFFICIENT — 
THE LOWEST FRICTION COEFFICIENTS CORRESPONDING TO UNITS 
3110 — PARDON ME — CORRESPONDING TO THE UNIT 3110 SITE — 
WERE SIMILAR TO VALUES I HAD PREVIOUSLY MEASURED IN PLACES 
LIKE BOWLING ALLEYS. 
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THE OTHERS WERE HIGHER THAN THOSE FOUND ON 
MOST COMMERCIAL TILED FLOORS. NO VALUES APPROACH THE LOW 
VALUES OF ICY SURFACES. CONSIDERING THE WET CONDITION, I 
FOUND NO AREAS THAT I WOULD CALL SLIPPERY. 
Q NOW, IN GOING BACK AND TRYING TO PUT THOSE 
NUMBERS IN CONTEXT, IS IT SAFE TO SAY THAT THE LOWER THE 
NUMBER, THE MORE SLIPPERY THE SURFACE, GENERALLY? 
A GENERALLY THAT'S TRUE, YES. 
Q SOME OF DR. WILLE'S NUMBERS ARE LOWER THAN 
THE OTHERS, IS THAT CORRECT? 
A THAT'S RIGHT. 
Q SO, IN OTHER WORDS, FROM SITE TO SITE THERE 
IS SOME VARIATION IN THE COEFFICIENTS THAT HE FOUND, IS 
THAT CORRECT? 
A THAT IS CORRECT. 
Q SOME OF THOSE SITES ARE MORE SLIPPERY THAN 
THE OTHERS? 
A THAT'S RIGHT. 
Q NOW, LET'S PUT THOSE NUMBERS OUT IN FRONT OF 
US SO THAT WE CAN START OUR CONTEXTUAL DISCUSSION, IF I CAN 
CALL IT THAT. 
THE NUMBERS ARE .63, .62 AND .38. NOW, I 
THINK IT'S FAIR TO SAY THAT .62 AND .63 ARE RELATIVELY 
CLOSE. IS THAT WHAT YOU WOULD — WOULD YOU AGREE WITH 
THAT? 
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A YES. 
Q BUT .38 IS SOMEWHAT DIFFERENT THAN THE OTHER 
TWO NUMBERS. 
A IT IS. 
Q NOW, WHEN YOU FIRST APPROACHED THIS TASK DID 
YOU HAVE THAT DIFFERENCE IN MIND? 
A I DID. 
Q DID YOU ATTEMPT TO FIND AN EXPLANATION FOR 
THAT? 
A YES. I INSPECTED THE AREAS AND TRIED TO FIND 
DIFFERENCES IN THE SURFACE THAT WOULD ACCOUNT FOR THAT. 
Q NOW, IS THAT RANGE OR THAT VARIANCE, OR 
WHATEVER WE CAN CALL IT, THE GAP BETWEEN THE — SAY THE 
LOWEST AND THE HIGHEST, IS THAT SOMETHING THAT YOU FIND 
UNUSUAL ABOUT THIS PARTICULAR SURFACE? 
A NO. ASPHALT IS NOT A UNIFORM SUBSTANCE, 
PARTICULARLY AS IT'S LAID DOWN IN A DRIVEWAY. YOU'LL FIND 
SOME AREAS THAT ARE ROUGHER, SOMEWHAT, THAN OTHER AREAS. 
AND SO YOU WOULD EXPECT THERE TO BE QUITE A BIT OF 
VARIATION FROM ONE LOCATION TO ANOTHER. AND PARTICULARLY 
IF IT'S WET, THAT VARIATION WILL BE AMPLIFIED. 
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DID YOU WALK THIS PARTICULAR SURFACE? 
A I DID. 
Q FROM ONE OF THE SITES MEASURED BY DR. WILLE 
TO THE OTHERS? 
A I DID; AND, OF COURSE, WHEN I DID IT, IT WAS 
DRY, IT WAS NOT A WET CONDITION. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
MR. COLLINS: MAY I VOIR DIRE ON ONE QUESTION 
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THERE? 
MR. DALTON: YES, PLEASE. 
VOIR DIRE EXAMINATION 
BY MR. COLLINS: 
Q DR. SMITH, WHEN WAS IT THAT YOU DID YOUR 
WALK-THROUGH THERE ON DRY CONDITIONS? 
A I WILL HAVE TO LOOK AT MY NOTES. 
Q APPROXIMATELY IS GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME. 
A ABOUT A WEEK AGO. 
Q OKAY. THANK YOU. 
THEN THAT WOULD BE — 
A SO IT WOULD BE RECENTLY. 
Q END OF JULY, 1996? 
A I BELIEVE IT WAS THE 31ST OF JULY. 
Q DO YOU REMEMBER ABOUT WHAT TIME OF DAY IT 
WAS? 
A ABOUT 4 IN THE AFTERNOON. 
Q DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT THE — YOU SAY IT WAS 
DRY. DO YOU REMEMBER WHAT THE WEATHER CONDITIONS WERE 
LIKE? WAS IT A HOT, SUNNY, UTAH DAY? 
A IT WAS. 
MR. COLLINS: ALL RIGHT. EXCUSE ME. 
MR. DALTON: NO, THAT'S FINE. 
THE WITNESS: WE DID SPRAY WATER ON THE 
SURFACE ON SOME OF THE TESTS, BUT I DIDN'T WALK FROM ONE TO 
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THE OTHER CONTINUOUSLY IN WET. 
MR. COLLINS: WHICH IS WHAT WE ARE TALKING 
ABOUT RIGHT NOW, AND I UNDERSTAND YOU WILL PROBABLY GET TO 
THE OTHER THINGS YOU DID. 
EXCUSE ME FOR INTERRUPTING. 
MR. DALTON: NO, THAT'S ALL RIGHT. THAT'S 
ALL RIGHT. ACTUALLY, I THINK WE CAN APPROACH THIS FROM A 
DIFFERENT WAY THAT MIGHT MAKE MORE SENSE. 
CONTINUED EXAMINATION 
BY MR. DALTON: 
Q_ YOU TESTIFIED EARLIER THAT THESE COEFFICIENT 
FIGURES HAVE SOME MEANING TO YOU AS A PROFESSIONAL ENGINEER 
AND AS AN EXPERT IN THIS FIELD. JUST FROM THAT STANDPOINT 
AND YOUR EXPERIENCE WORKING ON OTHER CASES SUCH AS THIS AND 
INVESTIGATING MATTERS LIKE THIS, WOULD YOU CONSIDER THE 
CHANGE FROM .63 TO .38, SHALL WE SAY, TO CAUSE A 
SLIPPERINESS PROBLEM SUCH THAT A PERSON WOULD HAVE TO 
ADJUST HIS OR HER GAIT? 
A NO, I — THAT RANGE IS IN — WITHIN THE RANGE 
OF SURFACES THAT WE NORMALLY WALK ON ON A REGULAR BASIS. 
YOU AND I BOTH NORMALLY WALK ON SURFACES THAT RANGE IN THAT 
RANGE AND WE HAVE NO PROBLEM. 
Q NOW, ARE YOU STATING THAT JUST AS A GENERAL 
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PROPOSITION OR DID YOU ACTUALLY TEST FOR THAT IN THIS 
PARTICULAR CASE? 
A WELL, I TESTED SOME FLOORS THAT I AM VERY 
FAMILIAR WITH IN MY OWN HOME. 
Q WHY DON'T WE GET TO THAT. I BELIEVE THOSE 
TESTS ARE WRITTEN UP IN YOUR NOTEBOOK, IS THAT CORRECT? 
A YES. 
MR. DALTON: PETER, IF YOU DON'T MIND, COULD 
I — 
MR. COLLINS: SURE. 
MR. DALTON: WE'LL GIVE IT BACK TO YOU. JUST 
LET HIM GET THIS IN FRONT. 
Q THIS IS EXHIBIT 2 TO YOUR DEPOSITION. IF 
THAT WILL BE HELPFUL, WHY DON'T YOU GO AHEAD AND EXPLAIN 
THOSE TESTS WITH REFERENCE TO YOUR NOTES, IF YOU NEED. 
A OKAY. I TOOK A SIMILAR SHOE, WOMAN'S SHOE, 
WITH A LEATHER SOLE, BUT DRY, NO WATER INVOLVED IN THIS 
PARTICULAR CASE. 
MR. COLLINS: EXCUSE ME, DOCTOR. 
IF I COULD, DON, I HATE TO KEEP INTERRUPTING, 
BUT THIS IS IN THE NATURE OF A VOIR DIRE QUESTION, IF I 
MIGHT. 
MR. DALTON: THAT'S FINE. 
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BY MR . COLLINS: 
Q 
SHOE WITH A 
SHOES THAT 
DR. 
VOIR 
SMITH, 
LEATHER SOLE 
SHARON 
DIRE EXAMINATION 
YOU SAY A SIMILAR SHOE, A 
. DID YOU EVER SEE EITHER 
WEINSTEIN WAS WEARING AT THE TIME 
WOMAN'S 
OF THE 
! THIS 
ACCIDENT HAPPENED? 
A I DID NOT. 
Q DID YOU EVER TALK TO HER ABOUT PRECISELY WHAT 
KIND OF SHOES THEY WERE? 
A I DID NOT. 
Q AND DO YOU HAVE A GENERAL UNDERSTANDING THAT 
SHE HAD A WOMAN'S SHOE THAT HAD A LEATHER SOLE ON IT? 
A THAT WAS MY UNDERSTANDING, YES. 
Q DO YOU HAVE ANY UNDERSTANDING WHATSOEVER 
ABOUT THE COMPOSITION OF THE HEEL OF THE SHOE THAT SHE WAS 
WEARING AS OPPOSED TO THE SOLE? 
A I DON'T. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
AND THE SHOES, DID THEY COME FROM A WIFE OR A 
DAUGHTER, OR WHERE DID THEY COME FROM? 
A I WENT DOWN TO A USED CLOTHING STORE AND 
BOUGHT A COUPLE OF PAIR OF WOMEN'S SHOES WITH LEATHER 
SOLES. 
Q WERE THEY — AS BETWEEN THE TWO OF THEM, WERE 
THOSE PAIRS ESSENTIALLY IDENTICAL OR WAS THERE ANY KIND OF 
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DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THEM? 
A THEY WERE SIMILAR BUT NOT IDENTICAL. ONE HAD 
A HIGHER HEEL THAN THE OTHER ONE AND — 
Q I'M SORRY TO INTERRUPT. 
DID YOU TEST WITH BOTH OF THESE SHOES ON EACH 
OF THE SERIES OF TESTS THAT YOU RAN? 
A I DID. 
Q DO YOU HAVE ANY UNDERSTANDING WHATSOEVER 
ABOUT THE HEIGHT OF THE HEEL, IF THERE WAS A HEEL ON — I 
GUESS ALL SHOES HAVE HEELS, BUT DO YOU HAVE ANY 
UNDERSTANDING OF THE HEIGHT OF THE HEEL ON MRS. WEINSTEIN'S 
SHOES AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT? 
A I DON'T. I HAVE NOT SEEN HER SHOE. I WAS 
TOLD THAT THEY WERE HIGH HEELS OR PUMPS. AT LEAST THERE 
WAS A RAISED HEEL OF SOME KIND, ALTHOUGH I DON'T KNOW HOW 
HIGH. 
Q DID MR. DALTON TELL YOU THAT? 
A YES. 
MR. COLLINS: ALL RIGHT. THAT'S ALL I HAVE 
FOR NOW. THANK YOU. 
MR. DALTON: NO, THAT'S FINE. 
FURTHER EXAMINATION 
BY MR. DALTON: 
Q AND I DID SEE HER SHOES AND I ATTEMPTED TO 
DESCRIBE THEM AS BEST I COULD TO YOU, BUT PERHAPS MOST 
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IMPORTANT TO THIS IS WHY DON'T YOU DESCRIBE THE SHOES IN 
GREATER DETAIL THAT YOU USED AND THEN THE JURY, OF COURSE, 
CAN CONNECT THEM WITH UP WITH MISS WEINSTEIN'S SHOES LATER 
ON. WHAT — DESCRIBE THE SHOES THAT YOU TESTED. 
A OKAY. THE SHOES THAT I TESTED WERE WOMEN'S 
SHOES. ONE HAD A QUITE HIGH HEEL. THE OTHER ONE HAD A 
MORE MODERATE, RAISED HEEL. THE SOLES WERE LEATHER, THAT 
WERE WHAT I MIGHT CALL SORT OF TYPICAL OF THAT STYLE OF 
SHOE. IT WAS A FAIRLY THIN LEATHER SOLE AND FAIRLY STIFF 
LEATHER. 
Q OKAY. WHY DON'T YOU GO AHEAD THEN — FIRST 
OF ALL, LET'S TALK ABOUT WHAT SURFACES YOU TESTED. 
A OKAY. 
I TESTED FOR THE COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION ON 
THE FLOOR IN MY FAMILY ROOM, WHICH IS CARPET. I DON'T HAVE 
A SAMPLE OF THE CARPET BUT IT WAS — IT'S A MEDIUM PILE 
CARPET. AND THEN I ALSO MEASURED THE FRICTION ON MY 
HARDWOOD FLOORS, WHICH ARE OAK FLOORS WITH A RITZA FINISH, 
WHICH IS SIMILAR TO WHAT YOU MIGHT FIND IN A GYMNASIUM OR 
CHURCH RECREATION HALL OR SOMETHING. 
Q WHY DON'T WE EXPLAIN WHY YOU CHOSE THOSE TWO 
SURFACES AS OPPOSED TO, SAY, AN ASPHALT SURFACE. WHAT WERE 
YOU TRYING TO FIND BY THE USE OF THOSE SURFACES? 
A WELL, THEY ARE SURFACES THAT I NORMALLY WALK 
ON AND I HAVE EXPERIENCE PERSONALLY WITH, AND I THINK THEY 
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ARE SURFACES THAT ARE SIMILAR TO SURFACES THAT A LOT OF US 
COMMONLY WALK ON AND MAY BE ABLE TO RELATE TO FROM OUR 
EXPERIENCE. 
Q ALL RIGHT. GO AHEAD, THEN. WHAT DID YOU 
FIND IN PERFORMING THOSE TESTS? 
A OKAY. WITH WHAT I CALLED SHOE NUMBER 1, 
WHICH HAD THE SLIGHTLY — WHICH HAD — WAS NOT THE HIGHEST 
HEEL, IT WAS A SLIGHTLY LOWER HEEL — ON THE CARPET I 
MEASURED A COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION AVERAGE OF ABOUT .54. 
Q HOW DOES THAT COMPARE TO THE ASPHALT AT 
LITTLE AMERICA THAT DR. WILLE TESTED? 
A WELL, THAT'S LOWER THAN HIS HIGH VALUES 
AND — 
Q IN OTHER WORDS, MORE SLIPPERY? 
A MORE SLIPPERY THAN HIS HIGH VALUES AND LESS 
SLIPPERY THAN HIS LOWEST VALUE. 
Q THANK YOU. GO AHEAD. 
A WITH THE SECOND SHOE, SHOE NUMBER 2, WHICH 
HAD THE LITTLE BIT HIGHER HEEL, THE AVERAGE WAS .56. 
Q SO A LITTLE HIGHER? 
A WHICH IS A LITTLE BIT HIGHER COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION, BUT NOT SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
A ON THE OAK FLOOR, WITH THE FIRST SHOE, SHOE 
NUMBER 1, I MEASURED A COEFFICIENT AVERAGE OF .30. 
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Q HOW DOES THAT CORRELATE TO DR. WILLE'S 
FINDINGS ON THE ASPHALT? 
A WELL, THAT'S LOWER THAN THE COEFFICIENT OF 
FRICTION IN THE MOST SLIPPERY SPOT. NOW, I SHOULD POINT 
OUT HERE, TOO, THAT ON THE OAK FLOOR MY SURFACES WERE 
COMPLETELY DRY. THERE WAS NO WATER AT ALL THERE. 
Q IF YOU HAD WETTED THE OAK FLOOR, WHAT DO YOU 
EXPECT WOULD HAVE HAPPENED TO YOUR COEFFICIENTS? 
A I BELIEVE THE OAK FLOOR WILL BECOME QUITE 
SLIPPERY, BECAUSE OF THE VERY SMOOTH -SURFACEi 
NOW, WHAT IS THE RANGE FROM THE CARPET TO THE 
OAK FLOOR AT YOUR HOME? WHAT IS THE SPREAD, SHALL WE SAY, 
FROM THE — 
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A OH, OKAY. WELL, .54 ON THE CARPET AND .30 ON 
THE OAK FLOOR — THAT'S WITH SHOE NUMBER 1 — SO THE 
DIFFERENCE IS .24. 
Q WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE HIGHEST 
POINT THAT DR. WILLE MEASURED AND THE LOWEST POINT? 
A WELL, LET'S SEE. HE MEASURED .63 AND .38. 
IF I CAN DO THAT SUBTRACTION WHILE YOU HAVE ME ON THE SPOT 
HERE. LET'S SEE. THAT WOULD BE .25, I BELIEVE. 
Q SO .25 AND .24. IS THERE ANY MEASURABLE OR 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THOSE TWO RANGES? 
A THOSE ARE ESSENTIALLY THE SAME, VERY CLOSE TO 
THE SAME. 
Q NOW, LET ME ASK YOU, HOW LONG HAVE YOU LIVED 
IN THIS HOME? 
A WE MOVED IN IN '83, SO I HAVE LIVED THERE FOR 
13 YEARS. 
Q AND HOW LONG HAS IT HAD THIS PARTICULAR 
CARPETING AND THAT PARTICULAR WOOD FLOOR? 
A THAT WHOLE TIME. 
Q ALL RIGHT. 
HAVE YOU EXPERIENCED — WHEN YOU WALK FROM 
ONE — BETTER LAY SOME FOUNDATION. 
DO YOU WALK FROM ONE SURFACE TO THE OTHER ON 
A REGULAR BASIS? 
A I DO. 
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Q AND IN DOING SO, DO YOU CONSCIOUSLY ADJUST 
YOUR WALKING GAIT, IN OTHER WORDS, RECOGNIZING THAT THE OAK 
FLOOR IS MORE SLIPPERY THAN THE CARPET? 
A NO, I DON'T. I USE MY NORMAL GAIT ON BOTH 
SURFACES INTERCHANGEABLY AND JUST GO FROM ONE TO THE OTHER 
SUBCONSCIOUSLY. 
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